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         Wild Goose Chase 2018!  

Despite a rainy day forecast, the sun prevailed for this year’s 
Wild Goose Chase. 

Over 400 people ran, walk, waddled and rolled, then danced 
along with the Friendship Band and Joyful Chorus, played 
games, and had their faces painted and arms tattooed.

We are halfway to our $15,000 fundraising goal. As always, 
all Wild Goose Chase donations ensure that we can continue 
to offer enrichment and skill-building classes to all children who 
come to Whole children. Please help us catch our goal. Give at 
www.wholechildren.org or in the enclosed envelope. 

Help me 
catch up!



Summer Adventures at Who le  Ch i l d ren
by Julie Hooks

Things have been hopping here at 
Whole Children and Milestones Rec this 

year. The building has been full of singing, 
dancing, playing, and laughing. Younger 
Folk (ages 3-6) families have taken 
advantage of our expanded offerings in 
Morning Movement & Play, where the kids 
have been practicing how to greet their 
peers and to play cooperatively. For many 
of these children leaving at the end of the 
class is the hardest part! 

School-Aged Kids (7-12) have been joining 
their teen peers in singing their hearts out in 
Joyful Chorus, breaking boards in Kung Fu, 
and exchanging high fives in Ball Blitz. And 
this year, for the more virtually inclined, we 

added openings in Minecraft, Pokemon, 
and Anime/Manga in response to high 
demand. Check out the students’ Whole 
Children-published work – Manga Comic 
Books –  in our lobby next time you’re here!

While there’s been plenty of fun and 
games, we’ve also had important 
conversations in some of our classes about 
how we want to be in the world, and what 
we want to give to and receive from the 
people in our lives. Our discussion classes 
– Growing Up, Be Empowered, Dating 
101, and Boundaries & Relationships – 
have become more popular than ever for 
students of all ages. These and many other 
classes keep existing students coming back 
and have been attracting new families in a 
steady stream. 

Our summer plans include two weeks of 
playtime for the little ones, and week-long 
sessions for school-aged kids and teens, 
including a field trip to the renowned 
Circus Smirkus! And the Agnes M. Lindsay 
Trust is sponsoring teen adventure outings 
to Morse Hill Ropes Courses, Holyoke 
Rows, Central Rock Climbing Gym, and 
Pioneer Valley Karting! 

Summer events also include afternoon/
evening classes and a continuation of our 
Potluck Socials for the 18 and over set once 
a month. We’re also introducing monthly 
Video Game Nights for all. And we’ll cap 
off the summer with a Bowling Party for 
everyone on August 11. Please enroll today 
for whatever strikes your fancy!

THe L ion  and the Beast March ,  2018
The Lion and the Beast was a feast of singing, acting, 

dancing, and amazing costumes and sets. The shows, 
which opened with the songs of the Joyful Chorus, featured 
close to 50 performers in two sold-out shows.

Director Matt Meers is already working on next year’s 

production and will begin rehearsals with a new troupe this 
summer. It’s not too late to sign up at wholechildren.org.

Special thanks to Goggins Real Estate, Emily List Fund 
for Performing Arts Therapy, Northampton Arts Council, 
Massachusetts Cultural Council, and Bulkley Richardson. We 
couldn’t have done it without out you. 



This winter, NPR ran a series of reports that sent shock waves 
through the disability community. Abused and Betrayed: 

The Sexual Assault Epidemic No One Talks About details a 
nationwide pattern of abuse perpetrated against people with 
disabilities. NPR’s investigation revealed that people with 
intellectual disabilities are sexually abused at a rate seven 
times higher than those without disabilities. 

At Pathlight, the report was sobering, but it was not news. 
Since 1952, Pathlight has been the premier organization in 
western Massachusetts supporting and advocating for people 
with intellectual disabilities. We have been dedicated to 
ensuring that the people we serve have the skills they need to 
never become statistics.

Pathlight has always been a leader in innovative thinking. 
Now is no different. We know the best way to prevent abuse is 
through in-depth and accessible education.

That is why we created Whole Selves.
For the past eight 
years, Whole Children 
and Milestones have 
been offering an 
in-depth curriculum 
on relationships and 

sex education created specifically for adolescents, teens, 
and adults with disabilities. We’ve expanded those classes — 
Growing Up, Boundaries and Relationships, and Dating 101 
— into a comprehensive curriculum that we are developing for 
sale nationwide.

Using plain language, Whole Selves teaches how to engage 
in healthy and safe relationships. It is flexible, individualized, 
uses explicit instruction, and has proven to be successful in 
classrooms in the Valley, where we have been teaching it for 
eight years. 

Because everyone deserves access to an inclusive program 
that empowers them to be healthy, safe, and active participants 
in their whole lives, We are determined to make Whole Selves 
available nationally so that more students benefit from this 
groundbreaking curriculum.

Our first step was to align the curriculum to meet National 
Sexual Health Education Standards. Then in 2017, a team of 
Whole Children teachers, communications professionals and 
directors collaborated to develop an articulated business 
model that brings Whole Selves to a wider audience, for even 
greater impact! This Spring, Holyoke School systems is piloting 
the Whole Selves curriculum, providing us with value feedback 
for further development. Stay tuned!

Special thanks to Beveridge Family Foundation, Westfield 
Bank Future Fund, Fred J. Brotherton Charitable Foundation, 
Farmington Bank Community Foundation,and Chicopee 
Savings Bank Charitable Foundation for their generous 
support.

Who le  Se lves is Growing UP

Ethan at 21
then and now

The Whole Children Film Festival held two showings of 
Ethan at 21 in February at Bay Path University and at the 
Hadley Farms Meeting House. 

More than 200 people came out to see filmmaker Jo 
Sittenfeld’s exclusive first viewing of this updated film, 
featuring Ethan Floquet. 

Begun 12 years ago, Sittenfeld captured a family raising 
a child with autism and recently revisted them as Ethan 
enters adulthood.

A packed room had the chance to ask questions of the 
filmmaker, as well as Ethan and his family. 
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Mark Your Calendars!
Let’s Dance!

Saturday, November 17

Sheraton Springfield
Monarch Place Hotel

Mark your calendars for this night 
of dancing and celebration in 

support of enrichment programs for 
people with disabilities. 

Ten performances that will make 
your feet tap and your spirits soar.


